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Abstract

This case study has reported the corpus-based materials development research and argued that the Corpus-Based materials developing stages deserved more attention in the whole process of teaching and learning. The empirical research was conducted with four teachers and 180 third-year medical students. The participants’ comments regarding the functions of corpus-based supplementary materials and activities as a supplement in learning the ESP language skills were analyzed and juxtaposed with the observation data for participants. The significance of this study are multi-aspects: Enriching medical teaching materials; promoting participants’ teaching and learning efficiency, quality, and enhancing the relationship between teachers and students; as well as diversifying the Medical English pedagogy. Results indicated that a well-arranged, concise, and convenient Corpus-Based English Supplement (ECBES) is very useful for both teachers and students. They had benefitted from the pedagogical implications of using the ECBES in-class and in their daily learning life.
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1. Introduction

Materials development is a field of study as well as a practical undertaking. As a field, it studies “the principles and procedures of the design, implementation, and evaluation of language teaching materials”. As a practical undertaking, it includes anything that “supplies information about and/or experience of the language in ways designed to promote language learning” (Tomlinson, 2011b, p. 2).

“Why use materials?” This question is the real research gap in the use of materials, which has vital implications in materials development (Graves, 2019, p. 338). Many studies (Bale, 2013; John David Bunting, 2013; Chai, Wannaruk, & Lian, 2015; Cheung, 2014; Edwin Ko, 2016; Flowerdew, 2015; Storjohann, 2005; Yang, 2014) were concerned about the investigation of corpus-based pedagogy in the Second Language (L2) acquisition and ESP context. However, there is less investigation of EFL and ESP teaching of Corpus-Based Approach (CBA). Brian Paltridge and Sue Starfield (2017) have discussed the relationship between corpus-based and ESP. They indicated that “corpus-based studies have helped us to better understand the nature of specific purpose language use by virtue of the sheer sweep and scale with which this kind of research can now be carried out” (Paltridge & Starfield, 2017, p. 57). In recent years, many corpora such as the Michigan Corpus of Academic Spoken English (MICASE), the British Academic Spoken English (BASE) corpus and the British Academic Written English (BAWE) corpus had been developed, which have “greatly facilitated” ESP classroom-based research (Paltridge & Starfield, 2012; Starfield, 2014, p. 9). From pedagogy and Corpus Linguistics (CL) aspects, an Enriched Corpus-Based English Supplement...
(ECBES) has gradually become an active study focus. So, developing a proper supplement in the process of lesson preparation is necessary for teachers to better develop relevant strategies of corpus-based teaching. Meanwhile, the ECBES is especially crucial for the medical students to understand ME meanings, the confusing-concepts-clarifications, as well as the relevance of lesson learning.

According to Brian Tomlinson, the generalized definition of ‘materials’ is “anything which can be used to facilitate the learning of a language” (Tomlinson, 2003b, p. 2). He avers that materials development is “a field of study” and “a practical undertaking” (Tomlinson, 2003b, p. 1). The significance of ECBES for materials development also includes those two interactive aspects: (1) The designing, implementing, evaluating and recommending of the ECBES, all focus on the field of developing principles and procedures of corpus-based materials. (2) The analysis, production and revision of the ECBES (for example, a booklet or online delivery materials by WeChat or QQ Apps) are the co-work of participant teachers and their third-year medical students, which is an authentic and practical undertaking. In the process of ECBES practice, issues such as ‘how should the ECBES developed and evaluated’, or ‘how should the corpus-based texts be authentic’ could be put and solved, which is a benefit to the corpus-based supplementary materials development.

2. Literature Review

The earlier researches of materials development were focused on cultural variations, functional learning or sexism topic in the process of preparing the TESOL (teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) materials. Maurice Imhoof (1968) thought that in the process of teaching materials preparation, cultural variations should be controlled. James Fox (1978) indicated that in the 1970s there were only a few functional classroom materials. He made a function-based module for teaching the telephone English, which was a program of language training for the Canadian Government. The research revealed that it was important to focus on the functional techniques in developing the functional learning materials. At the same time, there was a research which revealed that the biased stereotypical roles of women, were less than those of men in the analyzing linguistic patterns of ESL (English as a Second Language) materials (Hartman & Judd, 1978). The research suggested that some changes could be done to reduce the use of biased linguistic patterns in ESL materials development, especially for the non-English speakers’ language training.

Rebecca Ullmann (1990) thought that the process of developing language teaching materials was a professional development process. In this process, the teachers’ ability of “self-direction” could be improved by actively participating in “a wide array of viewpoints” (Ullmann, 1990, p. 714). Meanwhile, there was another direction of professional materials development—CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) materials. Michael Levy (1994) reported a survey of CALL materials development forum. In the forum, materials writers’ conceptualization and research approaches in developing CALL materials had been surveyed. Their philosophies in teaching and learning were the key factors in developing their own CALL materials.

In 2003, a book—Developing Materials for Language Teaching had been edited by Brian Tomlinson. In this book, several topics, such as materials developing theories, developing circle, principled frameworks, simulations, teacher training, as well as product and process implications had been discussed professionally. The corpus-informed materials could be developed by inspired teachers, who could enrich related materials for “actual learners” (Tomlinson, 2003b, p. 5) in their classrooms (Tomlinson, 2003d). Some topics such as ‘learning or acquisition of the materials’, ‘materials driven by practice or theory’ had been discussed. As a complex process, materials development related to syllabus, teachers’ and learners’ roles, and instructional functions (Wala, 2003). Principled frameworks could be developed by a form of simulations (Tomlinson, 2003a; Tomlinson & Masuhara, 2003). Text books published by institutions could be seen as both a process and product of changes reflecting on the English Language Teaching (ELT) (Canniveng & Martinez, 2003; Lyons, 2003).

The book—Research for Materials Development in Language Learning: Evidence for Best Practice was published by Bloomsbury Academic in 2010. The editors were Brian Tomlinson and Hitomi Masuhara. The book presented 23 related reports, which covered 15 countries and 5 continents (Masuhara & Tomlinson, 2010). Firstly, it pointed out that a few researchers focused on the field of materials evaluation (Tomlinson & Masuhara, 2010). Then it demonstrated teachers’ adaptation effects with intercultural competence (Troncoso, 2010). Soufiane Trabelsi (2010) explained as to how to develop and trial authentic materials for Business English students at a Tunisian University. Several focused topics such as ‘evaluating in-house materials or collaborative materials’, ‘employability training materials’, ‘L2 songwriting materials’, and ‘instructional materials’ (Al-Busaidi & Tindle, 2010; Cullen, 2010; Hann, 2010; Pryor, 2010; Stillwell, Kidd et al., 2010). Freda Mishan (Mishan, 2010) suggested to focus on the washback of
the language teaching and treat correctly the positive and negative effects of materials development. Co-work of developing classroom materials had been displayed by a collaborative approach (Stillwell, McMillan, Gillies, & Waller, 2010).

Hayo Reinders focused on improving the students’ autonomy in selecting, enriching and implementing materials, especially in the preparation of out-of-class teaching (Reinders, 2011). Brian Tomlinson also emphasised electronic delivery of the production of learning materials (Tomlinson, 2012).

In 2013, Brian Tomlinson had edited another important book—Applied Linguistics and Materials Development. In this book, he discussed the close relation of classroom observation and Second language acquisition (SLA) in the scope of materials development as an essential resource (Tomlinson, 2013a; Tomlinson, 2013c). There were other focuses such as ‘foreign language learning’, ‘spoken language teaching and academic literature listening and writing’, ‘language policy implementing’, ‘young learners practice’, and ‘discourse analysis in materials designing’ in this book (Ableeva & Stranks, 2013; Burns & Hill, 2013; Fenton-Smith, 2013; Ghosn, 2013; Kennedy & Tomlinson, 2013; Lutzker, 2013; Timmis, 2013). It also reported materials’ features in language test washback, which were large-scale, high-stakes, standardized tests and the published materials available (Bailey & Masuhara, 2013). Brian Tomlinson indicated that several issues and guide of innovation were useful in TESOL and materials development (Tomlinson, 2013b).

In the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA), the book of SLA Research and Materials Development for Language Learning had been edited by Brian Tomlinson in 2016. In this book he has claimed that materials development was matched and driven by SLA theories (Tomlinson, 2016a; Tomlinson, 2016c). From a view of interdisciplinary, Hitomi Masuhara (2016) relates the language learning materials development to brain researches. The book also presents materials evaluation in ‘mobile language learning’, ‘selection of vocabulary exercises or work plans’, ‘comprehensibility and cognitive challenge’, ‘interaction to principled materials in action’, and ‘Corpus-based materials development’ (Bardovi-Harlig & Mossman, 2016; Darici & Tomlinson, 2016; Ellis, 2016; Mackey, Ziegler, & Bryfonksi, 2016; Mishan, 2016; Nakata & Webb, 2016; Reinders & Pegrum, 2016). As to targeting the importance of materials development, it could be seen as a learning method in both theoretical and practical aspects (Tomlinson, 2016b). In another book, Joan Kang Shin (2016) has suggested building a sustainable community for online TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) professional development, which was meaningful to the teachers’ Continuing Professional Development (CPD). It was also a framework of online materials teaching and learning platform.

Nick Andon (2018) reviewed the Edinburgh Textbooks in TESOL series—Materials development for TESOL and thought that it was useful for users to mediate between theory and practice. John Bunting (2018) listed the essential factors such as components, sources, functions, modalities, and the innovation role in the process of TESOL materials development. In ‘The TESOL Encyclopedia of English Language Teaching’, the practice of developing local materials, pronunciation and CALL (Computer-Assisted Language Learning) materials had been presented clearly in different styles (Hanson-Smith, 2018; Jones, 2018; Savova, 2018).

Liz England (2019b) provided a theoretical foundation of materials development in the edited book—TESOL Career Path Development, which represented model milestones of career path development to TESOL community. There were more thoughts and suggestions offered for both teachers and learners, such as more advocacies, systematic effort and professional developing materials (England, 2019a). Luis Carabantes (2019) focused on the research of materials developing innovation. They gave a review in the book named Creativity and Innovations in ELT Materials Development: Looking Beyond the Current Design. There was a survey report (Botifar, Boeriswati, & Mayuni, 2019) that listed many Rejang language concepts in the Proceedings of the International Conference on Education. At the same time, a topic of addressing materials in the teachers’ Continuing Professional Development (CPD) has been discussed in The Routledge Handbook of English Language Teacher Education (Graves & Garton, 2019).

As regards the field of materials development, Brian Tomlinson (2020), is concerned with the issue of whether materials development is progressing. He predicted that the users (especially language learners) might “design, use and reflect on their own materials at the same time individually or in groups” (Tomlinson, 2020, p. 5). In honor of his contribution to the materials development research, the Language Teaching Research Quarterly had published a special issue (Volume 15) named ‘Future perspectives and challenges of materials development’ (Coome & Mohabib, 2020). Marlyse Baptista (2020) published two online appendices of supplemental materials such as congruence across twenty languages and nineteen grammatical domains on the internet. Sayed Ahmad Al-Mousawi (2020) put forward a method of text-driven framework to develop the materials development activities. There was a research
on deaf adults and children’s late language exposure on spatial language development (Karadö**ğ**üler Su**ğ**er & O’zyürek 2020). Junwei Niu and Mogana Dhamotharan (2018, 2020) also presented certain corpus-based medical learning materials for promoting the participant third-year medical students’ creativity of materials development.

3. Methodology

3.1 Validation Framework

It is necessary to evaluate the validity and reliability of the ECBES before it is being implemented. The product form is a booklet, which is an exemplar of the ECBES of Unit Five ‘Stress and Disease’. Inter-rater reliability and cross-check validation had been used to assess supplementary materials. The rate of the valid ECBES should be at least 70% of agreement (Hallgren, 2012), which represents the reviewers’ (including both teacher and student) beliefs and philosophical assumptions. Other items like the teacher’s lesson plan checklist, observation tool, and classroom observation tool had been considered to certify the validity and reliability of the instructions.

3.2 Instrument Development

Different instruments were used to collect and analyze both the quantitative and qualitative data in this study. A questionnaire, observation, as well as semi-structured interviews have been used to collect practical data from the participant students and teachers. In the concrete process of collecting the ECBES practice data, the instrument used was the semi-structured interview. One-to-one interviews had been used to collect details of the teachers’ practice experience and views. A focus group interview had been used to collect the students’ participation experience and views. Uniform or parallel questions had been put forward in a friendly atmosphere during each interview, ensuring validity and reliability. Workshops were extracurricular activities to train the participant teachers and the 180 participant students to enrich or evaluate the hands-on ECBES. A WeChat Subscription Account called ‘CBA4ME’—which means ‘Corpus-Based Approach for Medical English’—was also used as a training and delivery platform to deliver the supplementary materials inside and outside the classroom.

3.3 Participants and Data Collection

The direct participants mainly focused on are the ME course teachers. Four teachers are teaching the ME course at the medical University. Purposive sampling had been used in the selection of the four teachers, based on the possibility of the research and the willingness of the teachers to participate. The demographic information of the participant teachers includes such items as sex, age, experience, qualifications such as degrees or special qualification in English language teaching (ELT). The study also involves indirect participants, such as third-year medical students. As one type of probability sampling, cluster sampling had been used for the selection of the 180 students. Clustering units of six classes, each class having 30 students had been selected for enhancing the sampling accuracy.

Both quantitative and qualitative data had been collected and analyzed separately by using mixed methods. It offered a variety of information and the participants’ comprehensive views. The core notion of such a design is that the same concept had been used in both data collection processes (Creswell, 2014). Proper corpus tools (for example, AntConc, TagAnt, Laurence Anthony’s web (Anthony, 2017): (http://www.laurenceanthony.net/software.html) and web-based corpora were widely used in the classroom. Web-based resources such as COCA (Corpus of Contemporary American English: https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/), and the most commonly used online corpora and corpus-based resources (https://www.english-corpora.org) have been used in the practice.

3.4 Data Analysis

Both quantitative and qualitative collected data could be analyzed and presented. Both descriptive and inferential analysis was chosen in this study. The “quantitative statistical data” (Creswell, 2014, p. 222) had been reported firstly. Then the qualitative findings had been discussed, which might converge or diverge on the quantitative statistical data. Lastly, the work of interpretation had been done to resolve the convergent or divergent issues in the comparative findings.

Furthermore, qualitative analysis has been used to analyze the collected textual, visual, and audio data, all of which would “cover a spectrum from confirmation to exploration” (Mihas, 2019). The qualitative data analysis has been directed by the theoretical and conceptual framework of this study. An inductive process has been carried out or driven by the qualitative data itself. Generic or basic qualitative analysis has also been used to solve the problem of lacking native-speaker ESP learning context, effect the change of developing ECBES, as well as identify relevant
practical themes in the process of implementing ECBES.

4. Results

According to Tomlinson (2011a) and SLA-based principles for the ECBES materials development, there are several principles that should be adapted in the process of implementing an ECBES. For example, there were several factors considered in the developmental stages of this study, such as “motivation, engagement, cognitive challenge, rich samples of language input in authentic use, opportunities for meaningful language use, and focus on judiciously selected language structures encountered in input and output” (Mishan & Timmis, 2015, p. 30).

Meanwhile, an effective corpus-based supplement had been developed which adapted the following principles: (1) Guiding students to focus on using language rather than just learning more about structure; students learn to use the appropriate language they need for communicating in real life; (2) Letting dynamic, supplementary function work well as an effective corpus-based supplement, which could give the students opportunities for a thorough and meaningful rehearsal of the Medical English (ME) course that they need for effective communication; (3) Emphasizing on developing skills of medical discourse within a wide range of communicative settings. It had actively trained the learner in important discourse functions, which should be presented in real-life contexts and related to the students’ own experience.

The main procedures of the ECBES materials development in this study involve eight stages. They are:
(1) Enriching the selected unit in the textbook in current use with relevant corpora for teaching English to the third-year medical students in their fifth semester at Xinxiang Medical University China.
(2) Training the participant teachers through the one-by-one collaborative corpus workshops.
(3) Channeling the ECBES (both materials and activities) to the teachers and third-year medical students.
(4) Implementing the ECBES in the Medical English (ME) course.
(5) Collecting and analyzing the collected data.
(6) Evaluating the feedback of both teachers and students and the effects of using the ECBES in the process of teaching and learning.
(7) Refining the ECBES based on the feedback of teachers and students.
(8) Recommending the ECBES as a part of CPD training to teachers teaching English to the medical students.

The basic elements of the Foreign or Second Language Teaching (FLT/SLT) for the ECBES practice were a “structural syllabus and wordlist” (Richards & Rodgers, 2014, p. 49). In general, the procedures of course design could be listed as needs-analysis, goals and objectives, syllabus design, methodology, and materials selection, and testing and evaluation. Furthermore, another model of course design procedures in practice, including material users and producers, the general framework of the class learners/goals could be created by material users. In contrast, materials selection could be made by material producers or developers, who could select the materials A, B, C, such as needs analysis, objectives, syllabus, and methodology (Masuhara, 2011; Tomlinson, 2011a).

Also, there are several principles that should be followed in the process of designing materials and activities. The supplementary materials that genuinely help supplement the textbook and improve ESP language proficiency involve problem-solving, learner-centered, and genuinely cross-curricular, and are based on the proper and latest SLA research. All of these principles should be clearly examined for specified purposes and contexts, which could be summed up as the analysis of “materials-in-action” (Littlejohn, 2011, p. 181).

In the process of designing the ECBES materials and activities, there is “a preliminary framework for materials analysis, evaluation, and action” (Littlejohn, 2011, p. 212) in practice, such as the analysis of the target situation of the ECBES use. For example, the process should include analyzing the cultural context, the institution, the Medical English (ME) course including the proposed aims, contents, methodology and means of evaluation, the participant teachers, the learners, and the materials analysis. It should primarily emphasize the procedures from the ECBES analysis to its description. It should deal with the explicit nature, requirement of users, and the implication of their use to the design and implementation. It should also involve matching and evaluating, for example, the appropriation of design and the target situation of use. The last step is action, which includes the rejection, adaption, and supplementation of the materials, or making the materials a critical object.

Meanwhile, in designing the ECBES, two issues were considered: Was there a strong theoretical affiliation between the supplementary materials and pedagogy? Were the overall detailed data obtained different from the subjectively selected ones which were “either weakly stated or absent”? (John David Bunting, 2013, p. 18). From the process of enriching the exemplar above, it can be concluded that there were seven concrete stages for enriching
corpus-based materials, as shown in Table 1. Based on these stages, the study had taken ten steps to integrate a corpus-based supplement into a language teaching practice.

The evaluation of the ECBES had been done “between pre-use, whilst-use and post-use” (Mishan & Timmis, 2015, p. 59) with the help of some corpus and language teaching experts, participant teachers as well as the 180 third-year medical students at Xinxiang Medical University (XXMU). The whilst-use evaluation should focus on many aspects. Like “clarity of instructions, layout, comprehensibility, credibility, achievability of tasks, the achievement of performance objectives, the potential for localization, practicality, teachability, flexibility, appeal, motivating power, impact, and effectiveness in facilitating short-term learning” (Tomlinson, 2003c, p. 24). After its evaluation, another step had been taken to modify the ECBES, based on the positive or negative comments of the corpus-based pedagogic activities (Bell & Gower, 2011).

Table 1. The Concrete Stages for Enriching Corpus-Based Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stages</th>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Investigation</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>The researcher</td>
<td>Needs analysis</td>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classroom Observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drafting</td>
<td>The researcher</td>
<td>Literature review</td>
<td>Reflection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>Reviewers selected by the researcher</td>
<td>Reading of the materials</td>
<td>Criterion-Referenced Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piloting</td>
<td>The participant teachers</td>
<td>Trialing</td>
<td>Questionnaires</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant students</td>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Classroom Observation Testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enrichment</td>
<td>The researcher</td>
<td>Consultation</td>
<td>The Corpus-Based Approach (CBA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant teacher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refining</td>
<td>The researcher</td>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>The CBA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Enrichment</td>
<td>Reviewers</td>
<td>Recommending and using record</td>
<td>Evaluation Analyzing Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The researcher</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The participant teachers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


5. Discussion

5.1 Discussion of ‘Reasoning Sense’

Observation subject: 3P2 (Code of a participant’s name, similarly hereinafter) from the 3rd focus group students

As one of the most important skills for the cognitive science of reasoning, reasoning sense is very important in materials development. In this case, many ways in which it can be related to human reasoning sense have been tried to explore a computational-level ESP supplementary materials development and implementation (Oaksford & Chater, 2002).

5.2 Discussion on ‘Enriching Supplementary Function of the ECBES’

Observation subject: 3P2 from the 3rd focus group of students

In this part of discussion on ‘enriching supplementary function of the ECBES’, certain supplementing observation data with additional information from 3P2 in the 3rd focus group of students have been collected. Thus, the supplementary qualitative data have served the dual role of providing adjustments to the implementation for consistencies and also refining the ECBES for improved developing and implementing efficiency (Leung, Yamada, & Zhang, 2005).
5.3 Discussion on ‘Enriching the Source of Corpus-Based Translation Examples’

Observation subject: 3P4 from the 3rd focus group of students

In this part, it is clear that the Corpus-Based Approach (CBA) has the advantage of enriching the source of corpus-based translation examples. From the view of Sofia Malamatidou (2017), corpus-based supplement would benefit from the triangulation of corpora in the aspect of “actually employing combined corpus data and methods in the field” (Malamatidou, 2017, p. 8).

5.4 Discussion on ‘The Issue of Limited Use of the ECBES’

Observation subject: 3P6, 3P5 from the 3rd focus group of students

In this part of discussing the issue of limited use of the ECBES, one of the participant teachers, Mr Zhang though that the corpus is not all powerful in materials development. The limit use of the ECBES may focus on the “gap between the presentation of grammar rules in the selected ESL/EFL books” (Chalabian, 2020, p. 82) and the real use of ESP medical literature.

5.5 Discussion on ‘A Sufficient and Rich Exposure’

According to the view of the Native Speakers (NSs), English learners would like to get native-speaker-like fluency because of their ultimate attempt to acquire NSs’ standards through the exposure stimulus (Lee, 2012). Through the observation of the focus group students, some questions had been raised and solved via observing their behaviors in the ECBES activities. 2P11 had said that the ECBES was not particularly close to their real lives. As to their actual use, did they have concrete ideas or suggestions for developing ECBES so that it became closer to the students’ lives? The researcher had doubted whether the ECBES had provided sufficient and rich exposure to the students with authentic Medical English (ME) language data. As it was a descriptive question, they had talked of their emotional feelings. As for the native language, it had focused on the native speaker. The ECBES materials might be different after processing them so often, and the ultimate materials shown to everyone were something that changed so much. In other words, it could not be considered the original text message.

More than 60% of the students thought that they had a sufficient and rich exposure. It had focused on being local, and close to the language of the native speaker, providing authentic Medical English (ME) language data.

(1) They had been fully exposed to the authentic language data. It had reflected the benefits of being exposed to authentic language materials but posed difficulties in learning professional terms and materials. 2P2 felt that she was fully exposed to authentic Medical English (ME) data abroad in checking words, phrases, usage, and some fixed expression while writing papers. They were all from authentic foreign papers. 2P5 said that even though they were fully exposed to the native-speaker and authentic ME language data, the difficulty of understanding relatively professional medical materials existed because they were fresh for the ME course. 2P11 had experienced sufficient and rich exposure as she was willing to contact and learn. She had experienced ECBES’s sufficient, rich exposure to Native Speakers’ (NSs) authentic ME information. She was willing to use the ECBES materials, which had been found in the authentic foreign medical literature. They all were important to the medical students, though the translation might not be accurate or might have undergone some changes because of the translation. 2P14 stated that they had been provided sufficient, rich exposure and focusing on both Chinese meaning and contextual interpretation was helpful to understand. She thought that they could focus on both the Chinese explanation and the interpretation of the English context. She felt that the ECBES would provide sufficient, rich exposure to them. NSs’ authentic ME information helped understand difficult words and fixed sentence patterns.

(2) Informative corpora provided sufficient, rich exposure. 2P6 thought that the corpora were very informative. They could offer adequate exposure such as authentic ME language data if not now but in the future.

(3) It was the constant use that made it possible to touch authentic materials as the original examples and sources. 2P3 felt that the examples and sources of the ECBES were very original. He indicated that it depended on the possibility of touching the NSs’ authentic Medical English (ME) information.

(4) It was useful to understand the real context reflected in the authentic example sentences. 2P10 realized that the important words, fixed sentences, literary expressions of these Native Speakers’ (NSs) authentic data were useful to understand the information and meanings from real context.

(5) It had accessed the Native Speakers (NSs) and the authentic ME language data. 2P13 indicated that she had accessed the language of the native-speaker and the authentic ME language data in the ECBES practice. She thought language learning was a gradual process and mastering the Corpus-Based Approach (CBA) could facilitate learning.
more related data.

(6) It had been suggested that students got exposed to more movies and literature. 2P9 thought that ECBES had not provided sufficient, rich exposure to him. As the corpus was a tool for learning, he suggested watching some movies or reading some ME literature to get exposed to the language data of the native speaker.

From the students’ views about the exposure stimulus, it could be found that there was a new way of learning ME “ranging from fairly formal or at least self-monitored speech (as in interviews) to casual, spontaneous chatter” (Halliday, 2004, pp. 34-35). With the advantages of “huge authentic data, accurate and fast extraction” (He, 2004, p. 26), one can handle the exposure stimulus. The ECBES practice was a benefit to the transfer of the teaching and learning processes from traditional teacher-centered and knowledge cramming to the learner-centered and skill exploring.

The practice of the ECBES had emphasized the need for additional class teaching to be organized around “authentic and meaningful” (Richards & Rodgers, 2014, p. 101) uses of ME that linked to the personal needs of the third-year medical students. Through the additional class, those needs were realized through many corpus-based activities. They had involved text-based KWICs negotiation of meaning, NSs’ natural verbal data, and supplementary materials development. All of these activities had facilitated the exposure stimulus of the participant teachers.

The exposure stimulus had benefited both the teachers and their student participants. It had reflected in several ways: (1) Comparing the verbal usage of Native Speakers’ (NSs), they could understand the features of the language use of the Non-native Speakers (NNSs) in ME teaching. (2) To a certain degree, the NNSs’ mother tongue affects their ME learning behavior. (3) Under certain conditions, the NNSs took the avoidance strategy, making them avoid the chance to use the ME comprehensively and frequently. (4) The ME learning behavior was close to the NSs’ learning behaviors. (5) Some procedures and steps could narrow or bridge the gap between NNSs and NSs (Zhang, 2004).

In sum, this case study has reported the corpus-based materials development research and argued that the corpus-based materials developing stages deserved more attention in the whole process of teaching and learning. The participants’ comments regarding the functions of corpus-based supplementary materials and activities as a supplement in learning the ESP language skills were analyzed and juxtaposed with the observation data for participants. The significance of this study are multi-aspects: Enriching medical teaching materials; promoting participants’ teaching and learning efficiency, quality, and enhancing the relationship between teachers and students; as well as diversifying the Medical English pedagogy. Results indicated that a well-arranged, concise, and convenient ECBES is very useful for both teachers and students. They had benefitted from the pedagogical implications of using the ECBES in-class and in their daily learning life.
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